
Transportable Log Homes 

for homes...for holidays...for leisure developments...
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transportable log homes 

You might never guess from the photographs that these 

stunning homes are transportable. Yet they comply fully 

with the Caravan Act as mobile homes, which means they 

are exempt from VAT and Building Regulations. 

And they are the only mobile homes available in the UK to 

Norwegian Log’s high standard of log construction.

Norwegian Log transportable homes do not use cladding 

or boarding. They are real solid log throughout, including 

internal walls, with attractive vaulted ceilings. They offer so 

much more than caravans, chalet-vans, prefabs or huts.
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The transportable solution...

Above image - courtesy of Harleyford Estate

You might never guess from the photographs that these  

stunning homes are transportable. Yet they comply fully  

with the Caravan Act as mobile homes, which means they  

are exempt from Building Regulations and BS3632 designs  

are zero rated for VAT.   
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Stylish interiors, and low external visual impact: 
ideal for environmentally sensitive areas.

Stylish interiors...

Natural thermal insulation from solid log for year-
round comfort: cool in summer, warm in winter.

Natural insulation...

Only minimal maintenance needed: 
for indefinite lifespan and low running costs.

Minimal Maintenance...

Now Norwegian Log's range of transportable homes has been extended to give you even more 
choice and flexibility, with designs up to a huge 20 x 6.8m (65’ x 22’). These log homes can have up 
to four bedrooms and two bath/shower rooms - including en-suite facilities. For full details of layouts 
and specifications please see our separate Design Portfolio and Price List. For more about the kinds 
of applications that are ideal for Norwegian Log transportable homes, see pages 4 and 5.

Choice and flexibility...
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Rural employers and agricultural dwellings

Comfortable accommodation for your family or employees

Meets the requirements of National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) 
Paragraph 55 for rural development, your CLD or other permission 

specifying a mobile home or timber structure.

Do you have employees to accommodate? Do you need an annexe for 
members of your family? Norwegian Log transportable homes are the quick and simple 

solution - and an enduring asset on your property.

See page 7 for further details

●

●

Your home

Ideal replacement for your existing mobile home, or as an annexe at home

Makes the most of your Certificate of Lawful Development (CLD)

When you want to replace an existing mobile home, or you have permission
to site one, a Norwegian Log transportable home offers many advantages

compared with caravans and the like.

See page 6 for further details

●

●

With many applications...

transportable log homes 
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Holiday and second homes

Light, spacious - and perfect for year-round use

A solid asset with enhanced letting potential

Enjoy your valuable leisure time in a warmly welcoming Norwegian Log home.
Why make do with a caravan that you have to replace every few years?

See page 8 for further details

●

●

Leisure developments

Quick and simple delivery - from order to occupancy in just weeks

Visibly higher quality that visitors appreciate

Attract and retain more visitors - at premium rates - to your leisure
development or holiday park. And high-performance Norwegian Log cabins

can extend your season, too.

See page 9 for further details

●

●
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If you already have an ordinary mobile home, you would probably be glad to move into something more spacious 
and comfortable. Or perhaps you have a CLD or other permission specifying a mobile home or timber structure, 
and you are now choosing your new home. Norwegian Log have the home for you, whether you are a single 
resident or have a growing family.

These transportable homes are free from VAT and Building Regulations, and they can be delivered quickly, ready to 
move into in just weeks from your order. And of course, they provide the reassurance of knowing you have real solid 
log around you, whatever the weather. 

Many employers in the countryside are faced with the problem of providing comfortable accommodation to retain good 
workers. Or offering a home to family members - retired parents for example.

The traditional solution is a caravan or similar, but why choose something that has to be replaced every few years when you 
could own a solid asset instead? The alternative is a Norwegian Log transportable home, which meets the requirements of 
NPPF Paragraph 55 for rural development, your CLD or other permission specifying a mobile home or timber structure.

These high-performance solid log homes keep maintenance and running costs low, helping to minimise your overheads. 
And their classic Scandinavian styling means they can be located unobtrusively in virtually any environment. 

Your home... Rural employers...

The key advantages...

MOVE IN WITHIN WEEKS 
Although your Norwegian Log home is manufactured to your specific requirements, 
the process is so quick and efficient that it's usually just weeks from ordering to moving in.

The key advantages...

INDEFINITE LIFESPAN 
Norwegian Log homes last indefinitely with only minimal maintenance - remember that
there are log buildings in Norway more than a thousand years old!
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If you thought a caravan was the only option for your holiday home, we have good news for you. 
Because just about anywhere you can site a mobile home you can have a Norwegian Log transportable home. 
Classed as mobile homes (making them VAT-free, for example), these homes are manufactured in real solid log. 
This gives them a high level of natural insulation, so you can spend all of the year in comfort in your holiday home.

And if you decide to let out your second property - an increasingly popular option - Norwegian Log's visibly higher quality 
and timeless good looks mean you should be able to maximise your income.

Holiday & second homes...

The key advantages...

PROVEN INTERLOCKING SYSTEM 
Norwegian Log’s precision-cut interlocking system produces strong, rigid, draught-free
homes that need only minimal maintenance.
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Norwegian Log's wide range of transportable cabins and second homes can create rewarding opportunities for leisure 
developers. The attractive, low visual impact designs enhance any site, while the solid log combines high performance with 
low maintenance and running costs - just what you need to achieve premium pricing and higher occupancy all year round. 
And these comfortable homes are also the answer if accommodation problems make it hard to retain key staff.

Only a simple pile or Jackpad foundation is needed, so the whole process from ordering to occupancy is quick, simple 
and economical.

So why replace caravans every few seasons when you could enhance your site (and profits) with solid log homes like these?

Leisure developments...

The key advantages...

GEARED TO COMMERCIAL NEEDS 
From 1 to 100+ units, from holiday homes to swimming pools and more, our capacity
and range matches today’s leisure business needs.
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transportable log homes in real life... 

Ed Mears and his partner Phara
tried for years to obtain Planning Permission for a new 
home on their smallholding in rural Lincolnshire, but 
were always turned down.

Then they discovered that their local authority would 
give permission for them to replace their old caravan 
with a Norwegian Log transportable home. 

They now have an individually designed double glazed 
Norwegian Log home.

Rural employers and agricultural dwellings

Sussex shepherds James and Sophie
were very pleased when their employer replaced their 
draughty old farm caravan with a 3-bed Norwegian Log 
transportable home. 

The farmer is delighted with the low maintenance costs 
and the way his new asset blends unobtrusively into 
the countryside.

The Davies family 
replaced their mobile home holiday let, on a 
hillside overlooking Lyme Regis, with a
Norwegian Log transportable holiday home. 

In an unexpected twist, they've moved in 
themselves, because they like it so much - and 
now they're letting out their old house instead!

Granny annexe

Jackie and Arthur Chapman 
moved Jackie's elderly parents from a small 
house in Hertfordshire to a spacious, 
comfortable, and specially adapted 
Norwegian Log transportable home in the 
back garden of their Buckinghamshire home.

Jackie's parents have their independence 
but help is now close at hand if needed.

Holiday & second homes

Ed Mears and his partner
tried for years to obtain Planning Permission for a new 
home on their smallholding in rural Lincolnshire, but 
were always turned down.

Then they discovered that their local authority would 
give permission for them to replace their old caravan 
with a Norwegian Log transportable home.

They now have an individually designed double glazed 

Your home
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Leisure developments

The Harleyford Estate,
a holiday home development near Marlow, 

is a golfer’s paradise. Harleyford offers 
excellent greens and riverside views of the 

Thames, and is just an hour from central 
London. There are now more than 120

Norwegian Log holiday homes on the
Harleyford Estate built in four phases.

Kippford Lodges
Robin and Gail Aston were so pleased when their nine holiday homes sold in under a year, 
they began replacing some of their other holiday park homes with log lodges.

Are their purchasers happy as well? “Everyone is delighted, and we are looking forward to 
welcoming more new happy owners.” 

Please contact us to discuss your needs

How can we help turn your plans into real life?

Greetham Valley Lodges,
part of the Greetham Valley Golf and Conference 
Centre less than 5 miles from delightful Rutland 
Water is an innovative new development of eco 
holiday lodges.

Owners Frank and Robert Hinch decided to 
expand their business with holiday homes for sale 
and to let. They liked the idea of an environmentally 
responsible development.

Norwegian Log lodges appealed because they are made from a natural material 
from a sustainable source.
Norwegian Log lodges appealed because they are made from a natural material 

“Norwegian Log’s lodges are a 
wonderful match for our plans 
and ambitions here at Greetham
Valley,” says Robert. “Spacious, 
comfortable, frankly luxurious, yet 
still environmentally responsible.
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Norwegian Log Buildings
230 London Road, Reading, RG6 1AH

Telephone 0118 966 9236  Fax 0118 966 0456

Email: sales@norwegianlog.co.uk

Website: www.norwegianlog.co.uk
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